Abstract

Proof engineering tools make it easier to develop and maintain large systems verified using interactive theorem provers. Developing useful proof engineering tools hinges on understanding the development processes of proof engineers. This paper breaks down one barrier to achieving that understanding: remotely collecting granular data on proof developments as they happen.

We have built a tool called REPLica that instruments Coq’s interaction model in order to collect fine-grained data on proof developments. It is decoupled from the user interface, and designed in a way that generalizes to other interactive theorem provers with similar interaction models.

We have used REPLica to collect data over the span of a month from a group of intermediate through expert proof engineers—enough data to reconstruct hundreds of interactive sessions. The data reveals patterns in fixing proofs and in changing programs and specifications useful for the improvement of proof engineering tools. Our experiences conducting this study suggest design considerations both at the level of the study and at the level of the interactive theorem prover that can facilitate future studies of this kind.
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1 Introduction

The days of verifying only toy programs in interactive theorem provers (ITPs) are long gone. The last two decades have marked a new era of verification at scale, reaching large and critical systems like operating system kernels, machine learning systems, compilers, web browser kernels, and file systems—an era of proof engineering [36].

In order to build useful proof engineering tools, it is crucial to understand the development processes of proof engineers. Data on the changes to programs, specifications, and proofs that proof engineers make, for example, can guide tools for proof maintenance to support features that matter.

Existing studies of proof development analyze coarse-grained data like version control history, archives, project logs, or artifacts, or build on personal experiences [2, 4, 6, 8, 27, 44, 45, 51, 52, 54]. These methods, while valuable, lack access to information on many of the processes that lead to the final artifact. For example, proof engineers may not plan for failing proofs or debugging statements to reach the final artifact, and may not even commit these to version control. In addition, data from version control may include many changes at once, which can be difficult to separate into smaller changes [37]. Personal experiences may not be enough to supplement this, as proof engineers may forget or omit details like how they discovered bugs in specifications.

This paper shows how to instrument the ITP Coq [11] to remotely collect fine-grained data on proof development processes. We have built a Coq plugin (Section 2) called REPLica (REPL Instrumentation for Coq Analysis) that listens to the Read Eval Print Loop (REPL)—a simple loop that all user interaction with Coq passes through—to collect data that the proof engineer sends to Coq during development. This includes data difficult to obtain from other sources, like
failed proof attempts and incremental changes to definitions. REPLica collects this data regardless of the proof engineer’s user interface (UI), and it does so in a way that generalizes to other REPL-based ITPs like HOL [21, 33] and Idris [46].

We have used REPLica to collect a month’s worth of data on the proof developments of 8 intermediate to expert Coq users (Section 3). The collected data is granular enough to allow us to reconstruct hundreds of interactive sessions. It is publicly available with the proof engineers’ consent.1

We have visualized and analyzed this data to classify hundreds of fixes to broken proofs (Section 4) and changes to programs and specifications (Section 5). Our analysis suggests that our users most often fixed proofs by stepping up above those proofs in the UI and fixing something else, like a specification. It reveals four patterns of changes to programs and specifications among those users particularly amenable to automation: incremental development of inductive types, repetitive refactoring of identifiers, repetitive repair of specifications, and interactive discovery of programs and specifications. Both the changes we have classified and our findings about them suggest natural ways to improve existing proof engineering tools like machine learning tools for proofs [19, 20, 25, 34, 43, 53], proof refactoring tools [1, 8, 15, 39, 42, 49, 50], and proof repair tools [37, 39].

Our experiences collecting and analyzing this data have helped us to identify three wishes (Section 6), the fulfillment of which may facilitate future studies of proof development: better abstraction of user environments, more information about user interaction, and more users. We discuss important design considerations for both study designers and ITP designers who hope to grant each wish.

In summary, we contribute the following:
1. We build REPLica, a tool that instruments Coq to collect fine-grained proof development data.
2. We use REPLica to collect and publish a month’s worth of data on 8 proof engineers’ developments in Coq.
3. We visualize and analyze the data to classify hundreds of fixes to broken proofs and changes to programs and specifications.
4. We discuss the patterns behind these changes and how they suggest improvements to proof engineering tools.
5. We discuss design considerations both for the study designer and for the ITP designer that can facilitate future studies of proof development.

2 Building REPLica

REPLica is a tool that collects fine-grained proof development data. It is available on Github for Coq 8.10, with backported branches for Coq 8.8 and Coq 8.9.2

REPLica works by instrumenting Coq to listen to user interaction. Coq’s interaction model (Section 2.1) implements

---

1http://github.com/uwplse/analytics-data
2http://github.com/uwplse/coq-change-analytics

Figure 1. REPLica design. The REPLica client listens to the REPL and sends data to the REPLica server.

a REPL, or Read Eval Print Loop: a loop that continually reads in messages from the user, evaluates the statements those messages contain, and prints responses to the user. All UIs for Coq, from the command line tool coqtop [12] to the IDEs CoqIDE [13] and Proof General [3], communicate with Coq through the REPL. REPLica instruments the REPL to collect fine-grained data while remaining decoupled from the UI.

Figure 1 summarizes the design of REPLica. REPLica is made of two parts: a client that the user installs, and a web server that stores the data from multiple users. The client instruments the REPL to record and log the data that the user’s UI sends to Coq (Section 2.2), then sends this data to the server (Section 2.3), which stores it for analysis.

The implementation effort for REPLica was modest, with just 412 LOC of OCaml for the client and 178 LOC of Python for the server.3 This modest effort was enough for us to collect (Section 3) and analyze (Sections 4 and 5) data from hundreds of interactive sessions.

2.1 User-Coq Interaction

The REPLica client listens for messages that the user’s UI sends to Coq’s REPL. To provide a common API for different UIs, the implementation of Coq’s REPL is organized into an interactive state machine. Each state can include tactics in Coq’s tactic language Ltac or commands in Coq’s vernacular; both of these can reference terms in Coq’s specification language Gallina. When a UI sends a message to Coq’s REPL, the message contains a state machine statement (a labeled transition) that instructs Coq to do one of three things:
1. Add: produce a new state
2. Exec: execute an existing state to receive a response
3. Cancel: back up to an existing state

Coq reacts accordingly, then returns an ID for the new state that corresponds to the statement.

Taken together, these three statement types can be used to reconstruct the proof engineer’s behavior, such as defining and redefining types, interactively constructing proofs, and stepping up when the user hits a dead-end.

---

3Counted using David M. Wheeler’s SLOCCount.
From User Behavior to the State Machine  When the user runs a command or tactic in Coq, the UI first adds a new state corresponding to the command or tactic. Adding a state to the state machine does not actually execute the command or tactic; to do that, the UI must execute the new state. In other words, in state machine terms, each addition follows a transition, but only returns the state number. To get the state information, the UI must call Exec.

Using this mechanism, the UI can group state machine statements and execute them all at once. For example, stepping down past 3 definitions at once in an IDE manifests as 3 additions followed by a constant number of executions, and successfully compiling a file manifests as many additions followed by a constant number of executions.⁴

When the user steps up in the UI, or attempts to run a tactic or command that fails, the UI backs up to an existing state in the state machine. Sending the state machine a cancellation statement is not the only way to back up to an existing state; cancellations can also take the form of state machine additions of Cancel or BackTo commands in Coq’s vernacular. In either form, cancellations take a state ID as an argument to specify the state to back up to.

An Example: Defining and Extending an Inductive Type
To see how user behavior corresponds to state machine statements, consider an example from User 1, Session 41, simplified for readability. In this session, User 1 stepped past the definition of an inductive type Alpha. Later, User 1 stepped above Alpha, imported list notations, then stepped down to add a new constructor to Alpha using those notations.

When User 1 first stepped down below Alpha, Coq received a state machine addition (denoted Add, following SerAPI [18]) of this definition (again simplified for readability):

\[
\text{(Add ("Inductive Alpha : \ldots := \ldots"))}
\]

at the state ID 1, producing state ID 2. Since User 1 stepped down a single step, Coq also received an execution (denoted Exec) of the new state:

\[
\text{(Exec 2)}
\]

which did not produce a state with a new state ID, since only additions produce states, and only states have state IDs. When User 1 stepped up to the above the definition of Alpha, Coq received a cancellation (denoted Cancel1):

\[
\text{(Cancel 1)}
\]

taking the state machine to before the definition of Alpha. When User 1 added the import, Coq received an addition at state ID 1, producing state ID 3, followed by an execution:

\[
\text{(Add ("Import Coq.Lists.List.ListNotations."))}
\]

\[
\text{(Exec 3)}
\]

Finally, when User 1 added the new constructor to Alpha and stepped down past it, Coq received an addition of Alpha with the new constructor at state ID 3 producing state ID 4, followed by an execution:

\[
\text{(Add ("Inductive Alpha : \ldots := \ldots|
\text{ | alpha_rec_mt : \ldots")}
\]

\[
\text{(Exec 4)}
\]

The data that REPLica received provided us with enough information to visualize these changes as a sequence of diffs for later analysis (Section 5). As a consequence, we were able to find this pattern of development of incrementally extending inductive types for four of our users (Section 5.2.1).

2.2 User-Client Interaction
The REPLica client records all of the additions, executions, and cancellations that the proof engineer’s UI or compiler sends. To use it, the proof engineer installs the client, then adds a line to the Coq requirements file [10] so that Coq always loads it. On the first build, REPLica asks the proof engineer for consent and for demographic information for the study. From then on, the proof engineer uses Coq normally.

The implementation of the client is a Coq plugin. Coq’s plugin system makes it possible to extend Coq without compromising trust in the Coq core. REPLica does not include new commands or tactics; it simply attaches to Coq’s REPL and listens for messages that the proof engineer sends to Coq.

The hooks in the plugin API that allow plugins to listen to the REPL were not initially present in Coq; we worked with one of the Coq developers to add this to Coq 8.10.⁵ We also developed backported branches of Coq 8.8 and 8.9 that include this API, so that users whose projects depended on those versions of Coq could participate in our study. This API is now available in all versions of Coq going forward.

2.3 Client-Server Interaction
To record a history of user behavior, the REPLica client sends a record of each state machine addition, execution, and cancellation to the REPLica server. The server then collects this data into a format suitable for analysis.

The message that the client sends to the server includes both the state machine statement and additional metadata.

Metadata for Two Challenges  The metadata beyond the state ID and the state machine statement exists to handle two challenges: The first challenge is that state machine interactions alone are not enough to reconstruct a per-user history, nor to group the user’s interaction into discrete sessions for a particular project or module. The second challenge is that the network can be slow or unreliable at times, causing messages to be received by the server out of order, and slowing down the UI if not handled properly.

To handle the first challenge, REPLica labels each message with a module name, user ID, and session ID. The module

⁴Some UIs send Coq multiple executions for each group of additions.

⁵http://github.com/coq/coq/pull/8768
name comes from the Coq plugin API. The user ID is generated by the server and stored on the user’s machine. The session ID, in contrast, is generated by the client: When the user loads the client, upon opening any new file, the client records the start time of the session. This start time is then used to identify the session.

To handle the second challenge, REPLica labels each message with two pieces of metadata: the time at which the state machine message was sent to Coq (to order messages) and the state ID (to detect missing states). TCP alone is not enough to address these issues since each invocation of the plugin creates a separate network stream (so the server may receive messages out of order), and since the user can disable the plugin (so the client may never send some messages). In addition to this metadata, REPLica sends messages in batches. If the network is not available, REPLica logs messages locally, then sends those logs to the server the next time the network is available.

3 Deploying REPLica

We set out to answer the following questions:

- **Q1**: What kinds of mistakes do users make in interactive proofs, and how do they fix them? (Section 4)
- **Q2**: What kinds of changes to programs and specifications do users make often, and do those changes reveal patterns amenable to automation? (Section 5)

To answer these questions, we recruited 12 proof engineers to install REPLica and use Coq normally for a month (Section 3.1). We received a month’s worth of data containing granular detail on Coq development for 8 of 12 of those users (Section 3.2). After a month, we shut down the server, closed the study, and visualized and analyzed the data (Section 3.3).

3.1 Recruiting

We recruited proof engineers by distributing a promotional video and study description. All potential users went through a screening process, ensuring that they are at least 18 years old, fluent in English, and have at least a year of experience using Coq. Upon installation of the plugin, users filled out a consent form. Users then filled out a questionnaire about Coq background and usage, the results of which are in Figure 2.

All users reported more than 2 years of experience; 7 reported more than 4. Self-assessed expertise was evenly distributed between intermediate, knowledgeable, and expert; no beginners or novices participated. 4 users reported that they use Coq for writing mathematical proofs, while the other 8 reported that they use Coq for verifying software. 7 users said that they use Coq every day, 2 a few times per week, and 3 a few times per month. 10 users reported using Proof General, while 1 user reported using coqtop, and 1 user reported using a custom UI. 4 users installed the plugin with the master branch of Coq, while 4 users used Coq 8.10, 2 users used Coq 8.9, and 2 users used Coq 8.8.

3.2 Collection

The study period lasted one month, during which users agreed to develop Coq code with the plugin enabled whenever possible, or otherwise let us know why this was not possible. All of the data collected within this time period has been made publicly available with the consent of the users.1

Figure 3 shows the number of sessions by user. Every time the plugin was loaded, either inside of a compiled file or inside of a file open in a UI, this began a new session. For both Q1 and Q2, our analyses looked for changes only within sessions that involved some combination of failure and stepping up and then back down in a UI; we call these interactive sessions.

---

1The consent form allowed users to temporarily disable the plugin if necessary, as long as they informed us of this.

---

1http://github.com/uwplse/analytics-data
We marked a session as interactive if it contained at least one cancellation followed by other changes in state. This did not capture any compilation passes because Coq disallows cancellations outside of interactive mode. For example, User 3 logged 11495 total sessions, only 101 of which were interactive. The remainder of User 3’s sessions were, for the most part, compilation passes over large sets of dependencies (one session per dependency). In total, across all users, there were 362 interactive sessions.

Within these interactive sessions, the analysis for Q1 looked for fixes to failing tactics only inside of spans of time spent inside proofs that involved some combination of failure and stepping up and then back down in a UI; we call these interactive proof subsessions. There could be zero, one, or multiple of these within an interactive session. We detected these similarly to how we detected interactive sessions. There were 279 interactive proof subsessions.

REPLica logged interactive sessions for only 8 of the 12 users. Section 6 discusses possible causes of, implications of, and remedies for this.

### 3.3 Analysis

Once we had collected this data, we analyzed it to answer Q1 and Q2. To answer these questions, we developed a small Python codebase to analyze the data. The scripts used information about cancellations to build visualizations to aid in analysis. For Q1, we built this cancellation information into a search tree for each proof, and produced visualizations of each tree (see Figure 5). For Q2, we used this cancellation information to reconstruct a sequence of diffs, and used Git tooling to manually inspect these diffs (see Figure 7).

The scripts, visualizations, and results for Q1 and Q2 can be found alongside the data in the public data repository.

### 4 Q1: Mistakes In and Fixes to Proofs

Q1 asked what mistakes proof engineers make in proofs, and how they fix those mistakes. This data may inform the development of tools that help users write proofs by suggesting next steps and changes to existing tactics.

**A1** We found the following:

1. Most interactive proof subsessions ended in the user stepping up to an earlier definition. This shows that writing definitions and proofs about those definitions was usually a feedback loop. (Section 4.1)
2. Within proofs, application of lemmas was the main driver of proving. (Section 4.2)
3. Within proofs, over half of fixes to tactic mistakes fixed either an improper argument or wrong sequencing structure. (Section 4.3)

**Methodology** Our analysis for Q1 looked within the 279 interactive proof subsessions. We first counted the number of times each tactic was used, the number of times it was stepped above, and the number of times its invocation caused an error. Then, we constructed a search tree using the cancellation structure, and for any state which had multiple out edges (a proof state where multiple tactics were tried), we compared the cancelled attempts to the final tactic used.

#### 4.1 Fixing Proofs by Fixing Definitions

Of the 279 interactive proof subsessions, 209 (over 75%) began a proof, only to step above the entire proof attempt and return to make changes to earlier definitions or commands, for example to change a specification to make the proof possible. This suggests that tools that attempt to provide next steps to users writing proof may also benefit from suggesting possible fixes to definitions used in the proof.

**Takeaway:** It may be beneficial to combine machine learning tools that automatically complete or suggest hints for proofs [19, 25, 34, 43, 53] with tools for repairing definitions [37, 39].

We considered only the remaining 70 successful interactive proof subsessions (made up of 1085 tactic invocations) for the sake of analyzing behavior within proofs that ended in a successful proof. The analysis for Q2 (Section 5) reveals more about how specifications and programs changed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Failed</th>
<th>Stepped Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>apply</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intros</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destruct</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rewrite</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exists</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfold</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simpl</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflexivity</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simpl in</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assumption</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specialize</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subst</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eapply</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dependent</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inversion</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constructor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eauto</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assert</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>induction</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validate</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monoid</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tauto</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assumption</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeat constructor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** The top 25 most common tactics.
4.2 Tactics Used and Cancelled

Figure 4 shows the counts for each tactic (regardless of arguments) in the 70 successful interactive proof sub sessions. The distribution of tactics run was top-heavy; over 50% of the tactics invoked were either apply, intros, destruct, rewrite, exists, unfold, or simpl. The apply tactic had a significant lead over other tactics in invocations, but invocations of destruct ended in failure or stepping above them nearly as many times as invocations of apply did.

This data indicates two takeaways for proof tooling: Firstly, 

**Takeaway:** Tools may be able to focus on understanding the behavior of and suggesting just a small number of tactics, and still benefit.

And second, since lemma and hypothesis application was the main driver of proofs, 

**Takeaway:** Assessing which lemmas and hypotheses are useful would be one of the main tasks of a tool which suggests tactics to the user.

The machine learning tool ML4PG [25] for Coq already offers promising developments in this direction by understanding and providing hints about similar lemmas, as does the proof automation tool CoqHammer [14]; similar functionality may help improve the performance of tools that suggest tactics.

4.3 Fixing Proofs by Fixing Tactics

The raw cancellation numbers do not give a broader context to each cancellation, namely what tactic it was cancelled in favor of. To address this, we built a search graph and analyzed the tactic attempts at each branching node (see Figure 5). Where there were more than 2 attempts, we compared all non-final attempts to the final one separately.

In our 71 successful interactive proof sub sessions, 96 tactics were cancelled in favor of another tactic at the same state. Of the 96 cancelled-tactic and final-tactic pairs:

- 13 were semicolon clauses added after a tactic, like:
  
  destruct w; reflexivity.

- 4 were semicolon clauses removed from the end of a tactic, like:

  intros; reflexivity. → intros.

- 31 were the same tactic with modified arguments, like:

  intros k X t; reflexivity. → intros k X t Hfresh.

- 5 were similar, but a Search or Check command was first run before replacing the tactic, like:

  apply IdSetFacts.remove_3. → Check IdSetFacts.remove_3.

- 43 changes did not fall into this categorization.

The proofs shown were complex, and users often made nontrivial changes to attempted tactics, so not all changes could be easily categorized or analyzed. However, over half of the changes present could be categorized into simple changes, and potentially synthesized by automated tools.

This data also shows us that for a large proportion of tactics, users could correctly pick the tactic to invoke, even when they made mistakes in its arguments. In addition, fixing these arguments took both on average and in the worst case longer than fixing other kinds of mistakes. Accordingly,

**Takeaway:** Automated tooling that suggests actions to take based on tactics that were recently stepped above or failed may focus on predicting new arguments for the attempted tactic.
5 Q2: Changes to Terms

Q2 asked what kinds of changes proof engineers make to programs and specifications, and whether those changes reveal patterns amenable to automation. This information may be useful to ensure tools for proof evolution support the features that help proof engineers.

A2 We found that while no single change was dominant across all users, users made related changes within and across sessions. Analysis of these changes revealed four patterns:

1. Incremental development of inductive types
2. Repetitive refactoring of identifiers
3. Repetitive repair of specifications
4. Interactive discovery of programs and specifications

Methodology To answer this question, we wrote a script to visualize changes over time as diffs on Github (see Figure 7). The script reconstructed the state of the file up to each cancellation within a session, then committed that to the public data repository. When possible (see Section 6.2), it augmented each commit with information on whether the cancellation was a failure or the user stepping up in an IDE.

We then manually analyzed the diffs that this visualization produced to build a classification of changes (Section 5.1), then classify changes that we found (Section 5.2). We did this for each of the 362 interactive sessions and, when relevant, across sessions as well. Finally, we looked at clusters of common changes for patterns. For each of the four patterns we found (Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, and 5.2.4), we identified benchmarks (examples of the pattern in our data) and lessons for automation.

5.1 Building a Classification

After running the visualization script, we did a manual analysis of the diffs in order to build a classification of changes to Gallina terms. This analysis was thorough in that it involved inspecting each consecutive diff and, when relevant, diffs that spanned several commits (when a user stepped up, changed something, and then later stepped back down) or sessions (when a user modified the same file during two different sessions). However, it did not necessarily capture all changes to terms; Section 6.2 discusses some of the challenges.

Classification We designed a classification that groups changes along three dimensions:

1. Command: vernacular command used to define the term in which a subterm changed
2. Operation: how the subterm changed
3. Location: innermost subterm that changed

with the following categories for Operation:

1. Structure:
   a. Add or Del: add or delete information
   b. Mov: move information
2. Content:
   a. Pch or Uch: patch or unpatch
   b. Cut or Uut: cut or uncut
   c. Rpl: replace
3. Syntax:
   a. Rnm: rename
   b. Qfy or Ufy: qualify or unqualify

Changes listed together are inverse operations. The Structure changes are straightforward. Among the changes to Content, Pch is applying a function to the old term to get a new term, Cut is defining a new term or let-binding and then referring to that term inside of an existing term, and Rpl is replacing contents in any other way. Among the Syntax changes, Qfy is qualifying a constant after changing an import.

For Structure changes, there are five Locations:

1. Hyp: hypothesis of anything that can take arguments
2. Arg: argument in an application
3. Ctr: constructor of an inductive type
4. Cas: case of a match statement
5. Bod: body of anything that can take arguments

For Content changes, there are an additional two:

6. Fun: function in an application
7. Typ: type annotation

For Syntax changes, there are only three:

1. Bnd: binding in the local environment
2. Idn: identifier in the global environment
3. Con: constant

Design Considerations That classification that we designed considers changes only within Gallina terms defined or stated using vernacular commands. Since it is focused solely on changes to defined terms, it does not consider other information like changes to vernacular commands, hints, tactics, notations, scope annotations, inference information, or imports, and it considers additions of new terms only in Cut changes.

In building this classification, we aimed to group changes at a level of granularity narrow enough to inform the design of proof engineering tools, but broad enough to capture patterns. We suspect that within these categories, there are more granular categories that can be useful for automation, like distinguishing among hypotheses to set apart indices of inductive types, or classifying a Content change as semantics-preserving. We did not design a more granular classification because we did not find it useful for describing our data.

5.2 Classifying Changes

Once we had designed this classification, we used it to classify the changes that we had found. We ignored intermediate changes that immediately failed to lex, parse, or type check.

Classifying changes revealed clusters of related changes. Further inspection of those clusters revealed common development patterns. Figure 6 lists, for each user, the top three
changes by Operation and Location (four if there was a tie, and ignoring changes that we found fewer than three times for the user), the total number of changes that we found, and the total number of interactive sessions and self-rated expertise for reference. Changes for which more detailed inspection revealed patterns are highlighted in corresponding colors: blue for incremental development, orange for refactoring, pink for repair, and grey for discovery.

The remainder of this section discusses these patterns, complete with an example, benchmarks, and lessons for automation for each. The benchmarks and lessons for automation are mainly for tool designers: The benchmarks point to changes in specific sessions, the partial or complete automation of which would have helped our users. The lessons for automation are natural directions for improvements to proof engineering tools given the patterns we have observed.

The public data repository contains a complete list of the changes that we classified, as well as a detailed walkthrough of each benchmark.

5.2.1 Incremental Development of Inductive Types

The most common changes for Users 1 and 5 were adding cases to match statements (Add Cas) and adding constructors to inductive types (Add Ctr). These changes corresponded to incremental development of inductive types, followed by corresponding extensions to match statements of functions that destruct over them, or to inductive types that depend on or relate to them. This pattern sometimes spanned multiple sessions. While this pattern was most prevalent for Users 1 and 5, it was also present for Users 2 and 7.

The diffs in Figure 7 show an example change to an inductive type, along with a corresponding change to a fixpoint. The change on the left adds five constructors and moves one constructor down. The change on the right adds five corresponding cases and moves one corresponding case down.

Benchmark 1 The example change from Figure 7 came from User 5, Sessions 18, 19, 27, 33, and 35. There, over the course of three weeks, the user incrementally developed the inductive type \( \text{Term} \) along with a record \( \text{EpsilonLogic} \) and fixpoints \( \text{simplify} \) (later renamed to \( \text{identity} \)) and \( \text{free_vars} \).

Benchmark 2 In Sessions 37 and 41, over two days, User 1 incrementally developed similar inductive types \( \text{ST} \) and \( \text{GT} \), as well as fixpoints \( \text{Gamma} \), \( \text{Alpha} \), and \( \text{eq} \) that referred to them.

Lessons for Automation Given that several users show this pattern, this is one use case for which better automation may help. Automation may help proof engineers adapt other inductive types, match statements, and proofs after extending inductive types with new constructors. We are not aware of any work on adapting related inductive types and match
5.2.2 Repetitive Refactoring of Identifiers

Users 1 and 7 showed a pattern of repetitive refactoring, through qualifying constants after changing imports (Qfy Con), and renaming identifiers (Rnm Idn) and the constants that referred to them (Rnm Con), respectively. This pattern sometimes spanned multiple sessions, and even simple refactorings sometimes resulted in failures.

Figure 8 shows an example renaming from the five definitions at the top to the five definitions at the bottom. The change renames the identifiers of these definitions to follow the same convention, then makes the corresponding changes to constants in the bodies of the last two definitions.

**Benchmark 3** The example from Figure 8 came from User 7, Session 93. The definition of `ty` failed, since User 7 had already defined an inductive type with that name. In response, User 7 renamed all of these to follow the same convention. This took four attempts, but only a few minutes.

**Benchmark 4** In Session 193, User 7 split the `TVar` constructor of the inductive type `ty` into two constructors: `TBVar` and `TFVar`. User 7 at the same time split the `fixpoint` `FFV` into `FBV`. In Session 198, User 7 at the same time renamed the broken lemma `b_subst_var_eq` to `b_subst_bvar_eq`, and substituted in `TBVar` for `TVar` in its body.

**Lessons for Automation** Refactoring terms (rather than proof scripts) as in RefactorAgda [50] and Chick [39] would have helped our users, but few refactoring tools for ITPs support this [56], and neither of these are implemented for Coq. Supporting making similar changes throughout a program, like Chick does, may be especially useful. Semantics-aware refactoring support may take this even further: A refactoring tool for Coq may, for example, determine that an import shadows an identifier, compute what the identifier used to refer to, and refactor appropriately. Or, it may guide the user to rename terms that refer to other recently renamed terms.

Both of these would have helped our users.

**Takeaway:** Refactoring and renaming tools, similar to those available for programmers in languages like Java, could also help proof engineers, and could potentially be more powerful in ITPs.

5.2.3 Repetitive Repair of Specifications

The top changes that we found for Users 3 and 8 were patching arguments (Pch Arg) and replacing functions (Rpl Fun), respectively. These corresponded to a pattern of repetitive repair of specifications, often over several sessions. Sometimes these repairs were necessary in order for the specification to type check or for existing tactics to succeed. Sometimes, after repairing specifications, users also repaired their proofs.

Figure 9 shows an example change patching the arguments of a lemma. This change wraps two arguments into a single application in three different hypotheses of a lemma.

**Benchmark 6** 11 of the 13 patches to arguments that we found for User 3, including the example in Figure 9, came from Session 73. All of these changes similarly wrapped arguments into an application of `val`. We suspect that this was due to a change in the definition of `absr`, but we were not able to confirm this since the change in question occurred before the beginning of the study. The user admitted or aborted the proofs of four of the five changed lemmas.

**Benchmark 7** 28 of the 29 replace function changes that we found for User 8 were changes from `=` to `==` over the course of about a week in Sessions 2, 14, 37, 40, 65, 79, 108,
125, and 160. The corresponding proof attempts suggest that while these terms were well-founded with \( = \), the changes to use \( \Rightarrow \) may have been necessary to make progress in proofs using certain tactics. Sometimes, after making these changes, User 8 also fixed tactics that had worked before.

**Lessons for Automation** Automation may help with these sorts of repairs to theorems and proofs. The proof repair tool PUMPKIN PATCH already handles some repairs to proofs after changes to both **Content** [37] and **Structure** [38], but has support for repairing the theorem statement itself only in the latter case, and only for a specific class of changes to inductive types. These changes provide examples where changing the theorem type is also desirable, and may make good benchmarks for further development to support this.

**Takeaway:** Proof repair tools should repair programs and specifications, not just proofs.

### 5.2.4 Interactive Discovery of Programs and Specifications

In Q1 (Section 4), we found that users most often fixed proofs by stepping up outside of proofs and changing other things. Our observations from Q2 are consistent with this, and give some insight into the details. Changes from Users 3, 7, 8, and 10 all revealed a pattern of interactive discovery of programs and specifications: In some cases, these users discovered bugs in their programs during a proof attempt or test. In other cases, these users discovered that their specifications were incorrect, too weak, or difficult to work with. Users sometimes assigned temporary names to lemmas or theorems, then renamed them after finalizing their types. Even experts made mistakes in programs and theorem statements (perhaps they were the ones catching them most effectively).

Figure 10 shows an example of catching a bug in a specification during an attempted proof attempt. The theorem before the change is impossible (let \( n \) be 3 and \( n \) be 1). After attempting to prove it and reaching this goal:

\[
\begin{align*}
m : \text{nat} \\
\text{----------} \\
\emptyset = m
\end{align*}
\]

the user steps up and fixes the theorem statement by replacing an argument (**Rpl Arg**), then later finishes the proof.

**Benchmark 8** The change from Figure 10 can be found in User 3, Session 11377. The same session contains changes to the same theorem by moving arguments (**Mov Arg**). The user succeeded at the proof after about three minutes.

**Benchmark 9** In Session 13, commit 11, User 10 patched a case (**Pch Cas**) of a fixpoint \( \text{fib} \) after testing. This took the user about thirty seconds. The fixpoint \( \text{fib} \) itself may have been used to test a different function.

**Benchmark 10** User 7 mainly demonstrated this pattern through adding and moving hypotheses (**Add** and **Mov Hyp**). The latter most often corresponded to generalizing the inductive hypothesis after a partial proof attempt by swapping theorem hypotheses, in some cases in order to induct over a different hypothesis altogether. We found such changes in Sessions 19, 56, 93, 94, 104, 110, 153, 159, and 176. See, for example, match_ty__value_type_l in Session 94, commit 15.

**Benchmark 11** In Session 2, User 7 temporally named a lemma \( \text{weird\_trans} \), then renamed it to \( \text{sub\_r\_nf\_trans} \) by Session 10 after finalizing its type after several partial proof attempts over the course of about a day and a half.

**Lessons for Automation** The effect of discovering bugs by attempting a proof accounts for some of the benefits of verification [31]. It makes sense, then, to continue to build automation to support users in finding and fixing those bugs. One possible unexplored avenue for this is integrating repair tools with QuickChick [35] for testing specifications, or with the induct tactic from FRAP [9] or the hypothesis renaming functionality from CoqPIE [42] for simple generalization of inductive hypotheses. Integrating tools for discovering lemma and theorem names [5] during the development process may help users who use temporary names. Above all, repair is not just something that happens to stable proof developments—change is everywhere in developing those programs and proofs to begin with.

**Takeaway:** Integrating tools for proof repair with tools for discovery and development of specifications is an unaddressed opportunity to support proof engineers.

### 6 Conclusions & Future Work

We built **REPLica**, a Coq plugin that remotely collects fine-grained proof development data in a way that is decoupled from the UI. Using **REPLica**, we collected data on changes to proofs, programs, and specifications at a level of granularity not previously seen for an ITP. Visualization and analysis of this data revealed evidence in our study population of development patterns, at times confirming folk knowledge—like that discovering the correct program or specification was often a conversation with the proof itself, even for experts—and providing useful insights and benchmarks for tools.
The infrastructure that we have built and the data that we have collected using it are publicly available. We hope to see it used as benchmarks for the improvement of proof engineering tools, and as data for future studies. We hope to see the infrastructure that we have built reused or adapted to other ITPs for future studies.

**Three Wishes** We would like for our experiences building and using REPLica to help the community conduct more studies of proof development processes. We thus conclude with three wishes, the fulfillment of which would help address the challenges that we encountered along the way:

1. Better abstraction of user environments (Section 6.1)
2. More information about user interaction (Section 6.2)
3. More users (Section 6.3)

We discuss how to grant each wish both at the level of study design and at the level of ITP design in order to facilitate future studies of this kind.

### 6.1 Wish: Better Abstraction of User Environments

In order to cast as broad of a net as possible for potential users, we designed REPLica to be independent of the UI, the version of Coq, and the build system. Coq’s plugin infrastructure and interaction model offered a promising avenue for this, and Coq’s resource file infrastructure meant that users could load the plugin universally with just one LOC in one location. All of this gave us the impression of independence from the details of the UI, ITP version, and build system.

We later found that, while this infrastructure was useful, the impression of total independence was somewhat of an illusion; all of these details mattered. In particular, while REPLica itself was UI-independent, the analyses that we ran did not achieve full independence. For example, we found that depending on the version of Coq and what event triggers a cancellation, different UIs use different mechanisms for cancellation (recall these mechanisms from Section 2). Our analyses had to deal with all of these mechanisms.

In addition, partway through the study, we received a bug report that noted that one common build system for Coq compiles files by default using a flag that disables loading the Coq resource file. This is one possible explanation for the lack of data that some users sent. To remedy this, we must ask future users of REPLica to compile all of their Coq projects without using this flag; we have updated the REPLica documentation to account for this.

**The Study Designer** Without help from the ITP designer, the study designer cannot achieve full abstraction from these details. The study designer may, however, work around the lack of full abstraction. We recommend testing the study infrastructure with many different environments for many different scenarios. It may help to identify potential users early and survey their development environments before even beginning to test, covering likely scenarios in advance.

It may also help to build in a short trial period on the final users before the final data collection begins, thereby covering their particular development environments. The latter has the additional benefit of giving the study designer time to discover and discuss with users possible confounding variables for analysis, like development style or project phase.

We had the foresight to test REPLica with coqtop, Proof General, and CoqIDE, but we did not anticipate User 5’s custom UI, which treated failures differently from the others. We also did not anticipate the behavior of different build systems on Coq’s resource file, since we tested only one build configuration. We could have avoided both of these issues with our recommendations. Instead, we had to work around both issues after deployment.

**The ITP Designer** Most of the power to grant this wish is in the hands of the ITP designer. Full abstraction over development environments may not be possible, but the ITP designer may design the interaction model with this as a goal. The REPL and state machine already strive for this—and come close to achieving it—but their current implementations in Coq fall short. Improvements to abstraction here may be minimal, like providing fewer mechanisms for UIs to accomplish the same thing, or providing a way to guarantee that a plugin is always loaded for all build systems.

For a more radical approach, the ITP designer may look to other interaction models. For example, Isabelle/HOL has recently moved away from its REPL, instead favoring the Prover IDE (PIDE) [47] framework as its interaction model. With PIDE, UIs and ITPs communicate using an asynchronous protocol to manage versions of a document [48], annotating the document with new information when it becomes available [47]. Personal communication suggests that there is an ongoing attempt to to centralize functionality like the build system into PIDE. While centralization may limit the potential for customization by different UIs, it may make studies of fine-grained proof development data easier, since the instrumentation may occur at a higher level, guaranteeing more uniform interaction.

### 6.2 Wish: More Information about User Interaction

By observing state machine messages through the plugin API, we were able to log data at high enough granularity to reconstruct hundreds of interactive sessions. This helped us identify incremental changes to tactics and terms that are difficult to gather from other sources.

The hooks that we designed together with the Coq developers, however, were not perfect. There was no way for us to use those hooks to listen to the messages that Coq sent back to the UI. Making this change would have required modifying Coq again, and by the time we realized this, it was too late. Listening to those responses would have given us more insight into user behavior. It would have also helped us distinguish between failures and stepping up. Instead, we had...
We also discovered and reported a bug way, there is enough time to address needs discovered during which left us with no automatic way to distinguish failures that we helped implement for Coq, the ITP designer can make it easier for researchers to study proof development processes. To grant this wish, we recommend that these hooks expose not just request information, but also response information, especially error information.

Augmenting the interaction model with more information about the file may also help. For example, the interaction model could expose a simple and uniform way for UIs to track that a definition in a new state corresponds to a definition in a previous state (that is, that the user did not remove that definition from the file and replace it with something entirely new). This could make it much simpler for an analysis to track changes to a definition over time, and to choose the granularity with which to inspect changes. There is some tension between this and the wish for abstraction from Section 6.1, but it may be worth weighing the tradeoffs.

6.3 Wish: More Users

We attempted to recruit a large and representative sample of Coq proof engineers. In our attempts to recruit users, we contacted programming languages groups at several universities that were known to be working with Coq, and emailed coq-club with our project pitch. We included a promotional video in the hopes of attracting as many users as possible.

In the end, however, we were able to recruit only 12 users, all of whom were intermediate through expert users with at least two years of Coq experience. We received interactive sessions for just 8 of 12 of these users. While this data was rich and granular, with just 8 users, we were not able to reach broad conclusions about proof engineers more generally.

Part of this was likely due to the demographics of the community: Compared to other programming environments, Coq has only a small number of users, many of whom have or are pursuing graduate degrees. However, part of this may have been due to deterrents in our screening process, or poor incentives for our users.

The study designer may fulfill this in part by casting as broad of a net as possible, carefully considering any deterrents in screening criteria. It may help to use welcoming language to encourage potential users who are unsure if they qualify. To reach beginner users, it may help to recruit students. To reach a more international audience, it may help to distribute promotional materials and consent forms in multiple languages. It may also help to consider incentives that appeal to proof engineers. However, until the ITP user community grows significantly, it will continue to be difficult to conduct large-scale studies of proof engineering.

We reached users from different institutions, but most of our users had similar levels of expertise. We suspect that this was in part because we asked for users to have at least a year of experience using Coq, so as to avoid mixing in data from users learning Coq for the first time. We also required fluency in English to ensure that users understood the consent forms.
Both of these may have deterred users. One potential user who did not participate noted that we did not make it clear in our recruitment materials that data from occasional rather than frequent Coq users was still useful to us. The same potential user noted that we could have engaged more with community leaders, thereby giving others in the community more incentive to participate. We considered monetary incentives, but ultimately decided they were less tempting to the community than appeals to improving tools. Perhaps this was misguided or attracted a more advanced population, and perhaps we could have considered a different incentive.

The ITP Designer The ITP designer may help reduce the costs of participating in these studies. We suspect that the primary gains here will come from continuing to break down barriers to using plugins and other outside tooling. Some examples of this include reducing the brittleness of plugin APIs over time, improving build and distribution systems, making it possible to prove that a plugin does not interact with a kernel in a way that could compromise soundness of the system, and providing more support for users who port proof developments and tools between ITP versions.

Of course, continuing to improve the ITP itself may continue to expand the community to reach more users. This may cause a positive feedback loop, helping to collect more data in order to drive further improvements to the ITP, in turn continuing to help the community grow.

7 Related Work

We consider work on analysis of development processes and on identifying, classifying, and visualizing changes, in proof engineering and in software engineering more generally.

Analysis of Development Processes REPLica instruments Coq’s REPL to collect fine-grained data on proof engineering development processes. Outside of the context of ITPs, REPLica is not the first tool to collect data at this level of granularity. Mylar [22] monitors Java development activity and uses it to visualize codebases to make them easier to navigate. The Solstice [32] plugin instruments the IDE to make program analysis possible at this level of granularity. Several studies have used video recordings [24, 41], sometimes combined with IDE instrumentation [26], to study how programmers develop and change code. REPLica brings fine-grained analysis to an ITP, taking advantage of an interaction model that is especially common for ITPs to build instrumentation that is minimally invasive, decoupled from the UI, and captures all information that the user sends to the ITP.

There have been a number of recent studies on the development processes and productivity of proof engineers, drawing on sources like version control history [2, 44, 54], archives and libraries [4, 6, 27, 51], project logs [2, 54], artifacts [4, 27, 45], meeting notes [2, 54], and personal experiences [8, 52]. Collecting proof development data at the level of user interaction was, until now, an unaddressed opportunity to understand proof development processes [36]. This has not gone unnoticed. For example, one study [54] of proof development processes cited lack of precision of version control data as a limitation in measuring the size and timing of changes. Another study [27] assumed that proof development is linear, but noted that this assumption did not reflect the interactive nature of proof development (like that observed in Section 5.2.4). The study cited this assumption as a threat to validity, and noted that this threat is inherent to using an artifact with complete proofs. REPLica collects more precise data that may alleviate or eliminate these limitations and provide insights into proof development processes that other techniques lack access to.

Identifying, Classifying, & Visualizing Changes The REPLica analyses identify, classify, and visualize changes to proof scripts and terms over time in the context of an ITP. There is a wealth of work along these lines beyond the context of an ITP. Type-directed diffing [28] describes a general framework for representing changes in algebraic datatypes. Existing work [16] analyzes a large repository and collects data on changes to quantify code decay. Treejuxtaposer [30] implements structural comparison of very large trees, which can be used to represent both terms and proofs scripts. Previous work has also studied the types of mistakes that users make while writing their code [23]. Adapting these techniques to Coq and applying them to analyze the collected data may help improve the REPLica analyses to reveal new insights, even using the same data.

There is some work along these lines within the context of an ITP. The proof repair tool PUMPKIN PATCH [37] is evaluated on case studies identified using a manual change analysis of Git commits. The proof refactoring and repair tool Chick [39] includes a classification of changes to terms and types in a language similar to Gallina. This classification is similar to ours in that it includes adding, moving, or deleting information, though it does not include any breakdown of changes in content or syntax. The IDEs CoqIDE [17], CoqPIE [42], and PeaCoq [40] all have support for visualizing changes during development. The machine learning tool Proverbot9001 [43] uses similar search trees to the ones that we use to visualize proof state, though without information on intermediate failing steps.

The novelty in the REPLica analyses, classifications, and visualizations come from the fact that these are run on, derived from, and produced using remote logs of live ITP development data. The changes themselves and the patterns that they reveal suggest ways to continue to improve and to measure the improvement of proof engineering tools.
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